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Suburban Archaeology spans two venues in the Swan Valley

Suburban Archaeology
Exploring notions of suburbia and place, Suburban Archaeology,
narrated through poetry, combines contemporary art, local housing
history, and artefacts salvaged through social engagement.
The exhibition looks at archaeology, through the studying of the past and the
items that have been left behind, to give an insight into the culture and the
way in which people lived. Given the average length of time that people stay
in their houses is 7.5 years in Australia, the scope of suburban archaeology is
a particularly contemporary concept. This exhibition was approached using the
same methodology as that of making an artwork. As Suburban Archaeology grew
and evolved, new and unexpected layers emerged from the eleven artists, three
writers and local historians involved in the show. From these rich and eclectic
voices key and unanticipated elements appeared whilst curating.

Whilst set in the suburbs, the show is not an exploration of what ‘suburbia’ means.
It is about place, the home, our lives, our journeys, our physical mark in the
landscape and on loss, remembering and current and distant memories.
In his Burning House series Merrick Belyea explores false memories of his burning
childhood home. Dick Alderson and Brad Coleman recall from their childhood
experiences, some fleeting and experiential, depicted in the written word and
in paint. Through the loss of cherished family members, as seen in Shereen
Ricupero’s and Renee Pettitt-Schipp’s haunting words. In the loss of habitat, as
explored by Eva Fernandez in Urban Sprawl through the development of land for
the suburbs, to Tony Windberg’s unease with intervention in the environment, and
Renee Pettitt-Schipp’s poem White Tale on the demise of the White-Tailed Black
Cockatoo population.
Development applications from the City of Joondalup’s Local History collection
show plans for houses that likely no longer stand. The plans and documentation
are the only trace left of the structures that once stood on the land which
now forms the Civic Centre of Wanneroo, and include Albert Facey’s home.

Projections of the future, as in Alan Muller’s not too far distant view of Perth’s
growing suburban sprawl. The once industrious power stations captured by Ron
Nyisztor and Patrizia Tonello, the looming structures are left a shell, abandoned.
Abandoning the past in favour of the new and the now, as seen in the mounds
suburban debris left out for verge collections. Contents, cast from the house and
people’s lives and left on their lawn create archaeological and cultural curiosity
about the inhabitants and offer the potential for the discovery of treasure.
Formation of archaeology through relics and graffiti, as seen in Patrizia Tonello’s
work where she considers how current day graffiti may be be seen in the future
as indecipherable hieroglyphs from a lost civilisation. To the items uncovered on
suburban land, such as Miranda Stephen’s Victorian children’s bed cot, found
buried with a car, rusted over time giving the feel of pate de verre glass work.
The intimacy of daily lives, relationships, families, as seen in Judy Roger’s work,
exploring the institution of marriage. The trespass of homes and false intimacy, as
seen in Stuart Elliott’s Chat Show II exploring the conversational mimicking of the
lounge-room on television.

As Rebecca Dagnall states, from her 6108 series, “The apparent banality of our
lives manifests itself in the brick and tiles that form the facade of our suburbs.
Unless we look twice, there is nothing else to see.” Kate Koivisto Wheeler was
invited to respond to the exhibition in the installation of her work, expanding
upon her exploration of human relationships with domestic space. The exhibition
also examines the idea of significance, and the classification of items as being
significant - both culturally and personally. This has been further explored in the
curation of the show, placing varying degrees of reverence on objects in their
display.
Another layer to the show was the idea of artistic archaeology, and the loaning
of existing works that may have had a life prior. The artworks and poetry are recontextualised in the exhibition.
The exhibition has an autobiographical feel to it. There are a multitude of very
personal connections, between the artwork, writing and the objects. Family relics
and ephemera comprise elements of the local history component. These personal
stories unfold through the display.

Heavily layered, extensive and
personal stories emerge from the
many voices present in the show.
Inherent histories can be felt in
the artwork, works, materials and
objects in the show. Suburban
Archaeology memorialises and
commemorates by paying tribute
to items of the past, commenting
on the present, and imagining
the future.
Amanda Alderson
Curator
Suburban Archaeology exhibition installation view, featuring found text,
poetry by Dick Alderson and Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Wired Glass
The sun shines softly
through wired glass.
Today this shed’s a cathedral
of banished domesticity:
two red vinyl chairs
with impossibly rusted legs
a yellow bedroom wardrobe
full of paint tins, bottles
and sandpaper
lacquered batwing doors
by a green kitchen table
a blue oil can
and me
Eva Fernandez, there once lived #3, (2011), archival inkjet print, 60 x 90cm

Dick Alderson

Eva Fernandez Urban Sprawl
		

In Urban Sprawl, Eva Fernandez investigates the shifting landscape in pursuit of
human progress. As Western Australia experiences a housing boom, vast areas
are cleared for residential developments. This work presents houses encroaching
on the last remaining trees as dusk falls and the bulldozer’s tracks circle. Although
these new housing estates offer peace and tranquillity and the opportunity for a
whole new lifestyle, the detrimental effects insidiously scar the landscape.
In the series, there once lived... Eva encapsulates concerns of nostalgia, memento
mori, history and change. More than mere portraits of abandoned dwellings, these
images are nostalgic ruminations of a lost era, inhabiting barren spaces and
exposing signs of their personal histories as they slowly deteriorate. These images
represent a part of the mourning and memorialisation process that reminds us of
our own impermanence and mortality.
Eva Fernandez, Urban Sprawl, Archival white film mounted on aluminium, 70 x 150cm

A Winter Homecoming
Here,
like the moment before new lovers touch, is
the sudden place that we call
Home, the leafy scape whose tender arms
lean in on us with
silent thoughts.

The place that is our sudden home
holds history in its canopy,
subsurface sinks its secrets, raw
thirsty, lightless, reaching down where
worms butt blind beneath the soil
silent toil for our richness.

The tender land that leads us home
enfolds us like a memory
by hills that climb the early mist
in the morning’s slow, slow light.

Here is our arrival
heralded by rain
the sudden place whose tender arms
offer us our anchorage
like the yes! that lives in new love’s touch
our roots sink deep to meet the worms.
Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Kate Koivisto Wheeler, DomestiCITY 2, (2012), oil paint on toys and household objects

Judy Rogers Marriage
		

This work is a representation of my marriage.
The white shirt is the institution and the hands represent the dynamics of the
relationship. The fabric is sometimes gently drawn to cover and protect and
sometimes violently pulled when it becomes suffocating.
The bodies are intertwined and joined; they are merging together as one body.

Judy Rogers, Marriage, (2010), mixed media on board, 120 x 90cm opened

Our Faces

Suburban Archaeology exhibition installation view,
featuring found objects, curator Amanda Alderson.

What’s collected here is unspoken:
keys, patinated, wired together
brass taps from the standpipes
in my father’s orchard
the curved glass of a mantel clock
which reflected our faces
and the single globe
in my mother’s kitchen
three white insulators on which the wires
bringing electricity into my parents’ home
sang and hummed through childhood.
Dick Alderson

Alan Muller Rituals
		

This work is based on two houses of neighbours in Heathridge.
Left: A house in the next street is usually the only house in their street to be decorated
at Christmas. And decorate they do. On night walks it is surreal to be standing in front of
this house visually blazing away in silence with lights flashing on and off, and circles of
colour whirling like an outdoor Christmas disco. Because electricity prices have recently
skyrocketed, this house and many others are no longer decorated for Christmas.
Right: The deliberate burning of untrimmed palm trees is a phenomenon in the suburbs
of Perth - a ritual of anarchy. Someone leaving a local party decided to set alight the
untrimmed palm tree at the front of the house of my neighbours that live over the road
from me. My neighbours were asleep at the time, in the front bedroom - less than three
metres from the fire. Their baby daughter was also asleep in the house. The palm tree
became a big beacon of fire with flames leaping high above their house. If the wind had
been in another direction, the house would have caught fire. The next day, what was once
a big palm tree was reduced to a black stick. The palm tree has since regrown its leaves.
Alan Muller, Rituals (2005) diptych, acrylic on canvas, 76 x 152cm

This bench
is as long as the shed
but you’d hardly pick it
with its load of boxes, fag-ends
of projects, cat nests
and tricks of memory
benches are sheds’ way
of defying gravity
without them entropy would prevail
nothing can fall further
Dick Alderson

Suburban Archaeology exhibition installation view
featuring found objects, curator Amanda Alderson

Defying Gravity

Wheels
You would think
you could build a car here.
Spark plugs, a headlamp
alternator, bolts, a set of wheels
even a seatbelt
and grease and oil
and this only a small corner
of this shed
in memoriam of my son’s
first Holden.

Rebecca Dagnall, No 10, (2004), pigment print, 80 x 80cm
Rebecca Dagnall, Flowers, (2003), pigment print, 80 x 80cm

Dick Alderson

Patrizia Tonello, Last Vestige, (2007), acrylic, oils and beeswax on plaster board, 40.5 x 44cm
Patrizia Tonello, Tribal Markings, (2007), acrylic, oils and beeswax on plaster board, 40.5 x 44cm

Patrizia Tonello, Industrial Tableau, (2007), acrylic, oils and beeswax on plaster board, 28 x 40cm
Patrizia Tonello, Wild Oats, (2007), acrylic, oils and beeswax on plaster board, 28 x 40cm

Stuart Elliott Chat Show II
There is something simultaneously deceitful and seductive about the chat show.
Like the celebrity covers of magazines, there is a complicit false intimacy between an
assumed ‘us’ and ‘them’. The Chat Show’s format is inevitably a sham conversation
pit, a faux discussion (usually purchased) of at least two supposed peers discussing
often seemingly personal issues. This discussion is broad cast into a myriad of other
‘actual’ living rooms which although generally in their hundreds of thousands, are
still mutually isolated. This mix of informality and trespass seems to have been
a financial bonanza with ‘guests’ lining up to appear disarmingly casual and the
individuals apparently leading the artificial discourse evolving themselves into a
heavily contextualised but powerful significance.
Rarely does the discussion go anywhere substantial, rarely are there issues of
general importance and the entire event will often take place before a ‘live’ and
obtrusive audience. This swing back and forward of intimacy/sideshow, casual/
contrived seems to be emblematic of the era - allusion and simulated comfort
masking an undercurrent of anxiety and yearning.

Stuart Elliott, Chat Show II, (2013), aluminium, steel, particle board, vinyl, acrylic sheet, wood, cardboard, acrylic paint, oil varnish, talc

One Track Mind
Lifeless, you might say,
but you think me different
as I rattle and hum and snake
through the urban bake and shimmer,
you think me different and know
my heart.
Tedious, you might say,
to fill and empty, fill and empty
with those closed-faced commuters
but the satisfaction is mine alone,
all zap and spark and momentum
and always the promise of sea.

Night it comes toward us
I glow, my handsome modernity
illuminated between blinks of red and green.
And you need me at day’s break
with your paper, phone and latte,
at day’s end with your friends and sauvignon hue.
And it’s that need that propels me on parallel lines,
its that need that continually calls me to
stop and start as I do.

Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Patrizia Tonello, Relic, (2007), acrylic, oils and beeswax on plaster board, 40.5 x 44cm
Patrizia Tonello, Remains, (2007), acrylic, oils and beeswax on plaster board, 40.5 x 44cm

Suburban Archaeology exhibition installation view, featuring salvaged artefacts,
Alderson family archives, (1940-1945), ephemera

Amongst his things
a small tin box,
the sort which might
have held momentoes—
a photo, a lock of hair,
a letter.
This one contains
a sharp hook,
flat washers, a turnbuckle
the faint odour of paint
his hands had
after fixing a tap.
Dick Alderson

Somewhere between a Thursday and the Next
I didn’t know he had family
they all arrive today, park on the verge
in new cars - the full spectrum,
would’ve shined but for the sky.
I didn’t know he had family
only heard him coughing
tried to wave when I put the bins out,
neighbourly but for the eucalypts between.
They go in. I get a tea and watch
the late one drive the wrong way down
this one way street, check his phone.
By the time I check my emails
they open boots, talk facing
into that dark space
go back inside.
Eva Fernandez, there once lived #5, (2011), archival inkjet print, 60 x 90cm

Gone all morning, they are indoors when
I race home no mail can see now
the late one’s left.
In the morning the cleaning man
arrives and I realise.
In the early light he shakes all
memory in the sun
and I think, so few hiccups
between the cough and the sign
that says
all is up for sale.

Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Eva Fernandez, Reception, (2012), archival inkjet print, 215 x 70cm each

Kate Koivisto Wheeler, DomestiCITY 1 (Morandi), (2012), oil paint on china and glass objects

The House That Lost Its Home
The weeds are tall and they tickle my thigh as I tentatively reach into the mailbox.
Uneasily, I close my hand around the large stack of mail and for an instant I am twelve
years old, pulling a bunch of letters garnished with a giant, hairy huntsman spider out
of this very mailbox; I have never truly gotten over the trauma. The metal flap snaps
shut, as though indignant at its violation.
I shuffle through Dad’s mail as I walk towards the front door, it’s a large pile as he
has been away for some time now, and I haven’t dropped by to collect it nearly as
often as I should have. I prop the flywire door open with my knee as I sort; bills,
shop catalogues and fliers, and, right at the bottom, a letter addressed to my mum.
It is nothing special, a direct mail charity newsletter, but seeing her name on this
innocuous thing confronts me, unexpectedly, with a glimpse of a life where she is still
here. It takes my breath away; a cruel punch of reality deep in my belly, reminding me
of what should have been, what has been lost.
Salvaged artefacts, Alderson family archives, (1940-1945), ephemera

As I slide my key into the cool metal lock of the front door, I allow myself to imagine
that my mum is waiting for me on the other side, that I am about to walk through this
door the same way I have thousands of times; coming home to this unremarkable
place where I was fully known, and everything was touched by love.
I would greet Mum with a kiss, a peck so quick that I would promptly forget it. I would
chuck her mail carelessly on the table on my way to the kitchen to grab the coffee she
has already made for me, and take it to the couch near the window, the one with the
cushion that my daughter had given her, with ‘Nanas are the best!’ embroidered on
it. I would languidly hook my legs over the arm of the couch, and eat homemade jam
doughnut muffins that are still warm and buttery, flicking through the latest gossip
magazine, mum’s weekly guilty indulgence. We would chat, laugh, discuss celebrity
‘facts’ or just sit and read, a comforting aroma emanating from the rich, tomatoey
casserole bubbling in her crockpot, a meal that would have elicited groans of ‘do we
have to have THAT??’ from my childhood self.

But now the crockpot is empty and cold. There are no jam doughnut muffins waiting
for me. The embroidered cushion sits on the couch, without purpose. There is no
gossip magazine. No laughter. No idle chats. No warmth. No-one to give this letter to,
the one addressed to my Mum. The life has gone but her things remain, whispering
rumours of a happier time, and I wonder if it all really happened.
I stand motionless inside the doorway of this house; a house that has lost its home. I
take a deep breath. I sigh into the thick silence. I feel engulfed by the nothing. I look
around, only seeing what isn’t there. I quietly place the pile of mail on the end of
the dining table and turn to leave. I close the door behind me, its echo through this
empty house the last thing I hear as I once again turn the key, locking the memories
safely inside.

Shereen Ricupero

Old Spoon
embarrassing Great-Aunt
hidden in a drawer
you are robust, raunchy,
brassy-bowled, thin-edged—
when smoking roast and Yorkshire pudding,
lashings of potato and gravy and beans,
the clank and clink of kitchen
were celebrated
your curved cup signified plenty
old survivor,
indispensable hand-me-down
through female lines
you make no statement
about spoon design,
you are no minimalist.
Dick Alderson

Local History- City of Joondalup, sketch of alterations to house, (1949), archives

Merrick
Belyea
Merrick Belyea investigates
the paranoia of urban
environments. The Burning
House series records his
false memories of a fire in
his childhood home. His work
explores urban angst using
contrasting colours drawn
from the depth of collective
fear. Merrick creates tension
between the violent subject
matter and the strange poetic
beauty of the paintings.

Merrick Belyea, Burning House 11, (2006), oil on board, 30 x 30cm
Merrick Belyea, Burning House 12, (2006), oil on board, 30 x 30cm

Merrick Belyea, Burning House 1, (2006), oil on board, 30 x 30cm

I hope they unearth this exhibition
Pile them on the verge and crush them in the bin
Load them in the trailer, let the Salvo’s take them in,
We’ve so much that’s unwanted, we’ve so much that’s excess
And we’re trying to unload it, and we’re trying to divest.

Down the dark I walk my driveway, mindful it was once a hill
Of wild orchids, tuarts cockatoos and grevillia –
Now bricked up to the pavement, bins waiting by the verges
Where once wild grasses flowered, birds and bees followed their urges.

Once they stored them in the attic, or they kept a bottom drawer
Bequeathed them to their favourites to be held in precious store
They were hidden under flagstones, Pepys even buried cheese
When his Parmesan was threatened, when fire brought London to its knees.

We’re curators of the present, we’re curators of the past
We’re curators of the future (if humanity can last)
But when Adam plucked that fig leaf to adorn his naked frame
He unleashed the force of plunder: his absurd self-conscious shame

And you ask what makes me shudder in suburbia today
It’s the transience of witnesses, the way things go astray
The disappearing wetlands and subterranean springs
Those creek systems once diverted, now bulldozed and filled in.

Was the first consumer impulse and it’s never ever stopped
With exceptions like the Shakers, or Australia’s first mobs
Minimalist survivors who treasured each fine thing
Walking lightly, and with reverence, making artefacts not bling.

Hail the poets and the painters, hail the followers of their muse
The recyclers, conservationists, the rangers and the blue
Angels of mercy who collect unwanted food, the suburban
Archeologists tracking culture’s rack and ruin.

So bring me your bolts and hinges, your pencil and paper plans
Boxes of treasured memories, childhood paintings, photos, old lamps
The crochet rug and Christmas lights, waffle iron and recipes
Ration cards, that hand-turned post, the willow plate with its broken pieces

Heed historians who tell us now that Stonehenge wasn’t raised
To measure skies and track the stars or give the sun their praise
But a building project planned to bring communities together
Like Bunnings on a Sunday, with its aisles out of the weather

I am weary of laminex and aluminium, famished for scuffs and tears
Where living wore its way into the fabric, the baby buggy’s rust
The maps on gran’s old china, the history of that wheelchair
What will they find in Ellenbrook, when we have turned to dust?

And they probably had hot dog stalls raising money for boy scouts
A café where the tired could sit and share the local shout
We know they had festivities, and built a thousand homes
Where the pigs were killed at Solstice, ‘cause they’ve dated all the bones.

I hope they unearth this exhibition, its catalogue, the daring
With which it traces signs of life – discover we weren’t uncaring.
Annamaria Weldon

Alan Muller The Black Swan
- Darlington to Fremantle
Perth is predicted to double it’s population to 3 million people by 2050. Jo
Imberger of the University of WA and Paul Murray state: ‘Riverfront development
will proceed at an accelerating rate, both within the confines of the city and in the
upstream tributaries, leading to the Swan River estuary being incorporated into
the city proper.’ (The West Australian newspaper, 15 April 2008) The residents
of the suburb of Darlington have recently campaigned against new proposed
developments that will begin the densification of the ‘Hills’. In this painting,
Darlington is a ‘built up’ suburb.

Alan Muller, The Black Swan- Darlington to Fremantle, acrylic and varnish on canvas, 137 x 137cm

Perspective Passes over Us
You can’t see the satellites
in the city,
It shines too bright,
But the swift, secret orbit
carries on.
Over our roof,
the Saucepan
Southern Cross,
Orion, those Seven Sisters,
come and go
unremarked.
But here
we are silenced.
Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Ron Nyisztor, Princep Vista, silicone sealant, carbon print on drafting film

Tony Windberg
Forest Viewpoint
		

Tony Windberg’s paintings and drawings
frequently utilise local materials such as
earth pigments, ash and collected charcoal.
While there is a strong emphasis on realism,
the works tend to have distinct textural
qualities on closer inspection. His landscape
based artworks are a direct response to the
surrounding environment, exploring the
theme of the uneasy interaction with, and
intervention in, the Australian landscape.
Tony Windberg, Forest Viewpoint I, (2012), engraved vinyl on
mdf, some with marri resin infill, 39 x 24 x 5cm
Tony Windberg, Forest Viewpoint II, (2012), engraved vinyl on
mdf, some with marri resin infill, 39 x 24 x 5cm

White Tale
‘Numbers (of White-Tailed Black Cockatoos) are
believed to have fallen by tens of thousands due to
the loss of habitat from land clearing …the recent
agreement by the State Government over the new
Fiona Stanley hospital site at Murdoch has set a
costly precedent for future development in the Perth
metropolitan area’.
– Stateline ABC 25 July, 2008.
The thing is, now we know.
The thing is, before when we slashed and burned
and those ancient Karris came crashing to the ground
while thick Jarrah became sleepers on the street,
we were babes in an endless wood
trying to make it look like home
trying to make it worth it
trying to make it.

But, you say, I see them every day
and yes, I see them too
a remnant population, massive and evasive,
their ghost screech bringing down the sky.
There they are, you say,
but somewhere else, by swing, by slide, by sidewalk
falls a stark, black statement of starvation.
And there they are with
their sing-song talk giving them away in high branches,
half the population left and counting
half the population left until I
switch on the nightly news, now
one hundred and fifty fallen from the blue.
‘The heat’ they said, it’s a news weary world –
pesticide did not make the headlines later.

We have made it now, this and so much more,
we sprawl and sprawl along the coast
built to breed but feel the need
for a pool, the lawn, the palm, the porch,
the drive in and lock up.
The thing is now we know,
can see what we have
and what we stand to lose,
standing by our barbeques, hose in hand.
The thing is, now we document decline,
table it, map it, file it and shake our heads,
shake hands, then roll out the development plans.
I am smothered by white, gloss and lines.
They’ll save the seeds they say but
two hundred year old trees are hard to come by
in the suburbs.
None-the-less the bulldozers roll in and
oh how the mighty fall taking
the nesting hollows with them until
all I see is white, white sand, their white gloss plans
that sit above it all,
and the silenced.

So, yes, I can see them now,
and each live and each limp body
should shame us through and through
one hundred and fifty, how many more vital cockatoos?
Yet all the while
we knew
Tony Windberg, Forest Viewpoint IV, (2012), engraved
vinyl on mdf, some with marri resin infill, 39 x 24 x 5cm

Tony Windberg, Forest Viewpoint V, (2012), engraved
vinyl on mdf, some with marri resin infill, 39 x 24 x 5cm

and still
we know.

Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Kate Koivisto
Wheeler
Kate Koivisto Wheeler is interested
in our experience of, and relationship
with cities. Her work reflects on the
overlaps and boundaries between
domestic spaces and the city.

Kate Koivisto Wheeler, DomestiCITY 5, (2010-2012),
photographs, acid-free adhesives
Kate Koivisto Wheeler, DomestiCITY 6, (2012), photo
frames, various fabrics/materials

Measuring Loss
There are books about perfect endings
beings who reach an ease with eternity
who slip into sleep so profound
but today by your bed in the suburbs
ours is an ordinary grief
It’s the way I contain
a measure of your loss
each time it’s my hand
that brings the cup’s rim
to your lips
It’s the brute
strength it takes
to haul
your thin frame
up the pillows
how I cannot meet
your eyes
when the muscle
is mine

It’s how
with sudden certainty
we know your legs
will unlearn their walking
how you cannot eat
strain to speak
how you cannot
Like from a lookout
I watch you
wade through your
sea’s dull pain
the way it sharpens
with you in its wake
making you wake
and again wake, until
I am measuring morphine
knowing exactly
what that means

Yesterday at sunrise
we made our slow way
up the hill
where for a moment
a pair of kites wore your wings.
Over needles and cones
we watched their tender dance
you stole their bodies
borrowed flight
But now
back here where
the sunflowers nod
in agreement with the day
and magpies pull their
worms unwatched
I wonder whether to
touch you, again
lift that mug to your mouth
as high in pines
a redtail screams.
Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Local History- City of Joondalup, Propsed tool shed, (1949),
archives

The Colour of Friday
for BP

I pulled the blind chord and the whole thing came down
a shocking cacophony of wood.
You walk into the room one sock already pulled
over your jean’s leg, lean your bike on the wall
so we can raise it up to the sill, then
the daylight dims
and you are gone.
On the veranda in the morning sun
golfers stand on infant hills
with wide strides alongside magpies.
In the sure light
my coffee stews, steam curls around new rays
around the ring on my finger
around the day’s promise, strident
nagging at my retinas until I relent
and agree
the world is golden.

Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Brad Coleman, Chin Music, oil on canvas, 63 x 92cm

Riding the Gate
This is the long farm-gate, all pipe and wire
some-one unlatches it
the chain rattles out
you are standing on the bottom pipe
and the world goes in a vast
			creaky arc
				towards the fence
				where you bump
				the wire jangles
				your feet hurt
			
		
pulling
the gate with you
Local History- City of Joondalup, Poultry houses and proposed house of Albert Facey (1948), archives

Dick Alderson

but you have been in four-year-old stratosphere

and go back

Brad Coleman
Brad Coleman is inspired by
memories from his childhood. The
scenes depicted in his paintings
reflect upon happenings growing up
in suburbia. These rememberings
are recreated through detailed
brushwork and bold lines.

Brad Coleman, My Dad told me the Lims did it, oil on
canvas, 76 x 117cm
Brad Coleman, Unknown, oil on canvas, 51 x 51cm

Watering the Orchard
The trees are thirsty
my father says, and runs water
in a hollow at the top side of each.
After school I shift the hose,
ten minutes a tree
smell the wet and hot soil
and drink the pipe-tasting water,
seeing how thirsty the leaves are

two hundred and fifty trees—
he never made enough money
to put in the pump and miles of pipe.
It takes two weeks
to go around, start again
and each day I see yesterday’s trees
are less thirsty, and today’s are more,
and how the fruit firms up
and the trees, which have no bones,
get into my bones each summer
and I am glad
when it rains

Alderson family archives, (1940-1945), ephemera

Dick Alderson

Suburban Archaeology exhibition installation view, featuring found text

Ron Nyisztor, oil on canvas, 140 x 140cm

Patrizia Tonello

		

Incongruously nestled amid the genteel residential neighbourhoods of Mt Lawley and East
Perth, sits the now-abandoned East Perth Power Station. The semi-restored site of this
once functional plant forms a stark contrast to the pretty Federation-era houses around it
and to its idyllic location on the shores of the Swan River.
Abandoned buildings inevitably attract acts of vandalism; broken windows and copious
amount of graffiti on any visible surface being prime examples.
The reason behind recording the various structures that make up this site - complete with
layers of contemporary graffiti - was the idea that these acts of vandalism might one day (if
they survived the elements and the passage of enough time) be seen in the same light as
we now view the cave paintings of Lascaux and Altamira, or as indecipherable hieroglyphs
from a lost civilisation.
Given that graffiti or spray-can art is such a controversial subject, it’s hard for people to view
it objectively. By trying to recreate the nuances of the spray-can using the traditional tools
and materials of a ‘fine’ artist (brushes and oil paints on a transportable surface), perhaps

gives these ‘tags’ enough
distance from their perceived
‘criminal’ context to allow them
to be seen for what they are really interesting art in really
interesting places.
It’s also a truer snapshot of
contemporary street culture than
anything found in a legitimate
art gallery or art collection,
which if allowed to be the only
measure of a civilisation’s
cultural output, would provide at
best, a sanitised and vetted view
that ignores the rich diversity of
visual culture that exists at any
particular moment in time.

Patrizia Tonello, Epitaph, (2007), acrylic, oils and beeswax on plaster board,
28 x 40cm

The Incredible Lightness
of Being (a magpie)
From red tile roof the young bird calls,
a strong, descending warble
announces his place.
He is lighter than me, bolder,
with his stark coat and definite beak.
He grips my neighbour’s aerial never once
lamenting it is not a tree.
Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Rebecca Dagnall
6108		
The apparent banality of our lives
manifests itself in the brick and tiles
that form the facade of our suburbs.
Unless we look twice, there is nothing
else to see.
My work is a documentation of my
own cultural space. It alludes to the
unspoken beauty of the banal—not
exotic, not rare, in fact nothing but
ordinary.
Rebecca Dagnall, Scooter Girl, (2003), pigment print, 80 x 80cm, 80 x 80cm

Going to the Coast

the car grinding up through the three gears,
sound as familiar to me
as my parents talking, the tones
and growl of words, part understood

A bag of firewood
tied to the yellow carrier behind the spare wheel,
the smell of hot paint and tyres,
a box of lemons and oranges
the dusty fabric of the back seat where we sat
with blankets, clothes, pillows and toys
wedged between us, then
when we were packed, the wait
while my mother swept the verandahs—
one less demon waiting for her.

by a child in the back seat of the old upright car,
face against pillows and blankets,
never quite asleep:
the cloth backs of the seats;
the glass of the big square window;
the steering wheel and its chrome switch;
a petrol gauge and yellow keys
on the car’s little face in the middle,
my father working the wheel and the motor—

I remember the clunk and grate of the starter,
and the thrill
as we started to move up the track
past the bush posts, house slipping behind us, then turned
on the long road to the coast

and the dark red wrinkled skin of his neck;
his hat; the side of his face;
her black hair in a bun with clips;
the electricity between them—
the sound of the motor and gears
the car’s words, comforting and disturbing.
Dick Alderson

Ron Nyisztor
Ideas of slowness, order or harmony
amidst chaos are ongoing themes in
Nyisztor’s work, as are concepts of
basic physics, time and space.
Clear links in the diverse approaches
and techniques used throughout
Ron’s career are apparent. Through
consistent practice underlying themes
and the particular use of relatively
unassuming subject matter the
work attains a compelling intrigue;
it communicates a strong sense of
the metaphysical expressed through
unlikely and extra ordinary means.
Ron Nyisztor, Fanstone, (2004), oil on canvas, 140 x 120cm

Ron Nyisztor, South Fremantle Power Station, oil on board, 90 x 170cm

New Eyes at Wet Night Intersection
Renee Pettitt-Schipp

It’s you that makes me stop and think,
the full round red drama of you
stronger than a bushfire moon,
a setting sun, Monet’s apple,
and it’s in knowing that it’s fleeting
your little hexagons of light before
green and I’m gone, less likely to consider
the similes and metaphors of the ‘go’ globe
until orange as an orange I am
back to where I started thinking
bushfire moon, setting sun, Monet’s apple

Local History- City of Joondalup, Proposed shop and living room (1933); Alderson and Coleman family archives, (1940-2012)

the thin lines of tar that bandaid
the street run like red rivers
under your red light
and all ordinary struck by this moment’s
new hue
but it was when the moon
sat behind your red, orange, green
I caught my breath and
it seemed
there was nothing more perfect
nothing more lovely
nothing more pure and whole and right
than this white, red, orange, green,
moon and traffic light.

Amanda Alderson is a curator, artist, arts worker, designer and lecturer. She is centrally focused
on emergent/new media, hybrid, visual and contemporary arts. As an independent curator, she is
currently exploring the narration of contemporary arts through correspondence with local history and
poetry.
Working in the arts since 1995, prior employment includes SymbioticA, IASKA, BEAP2004 and
BEAP2007, Goddard de Fiddes gallery, ECU, Curtin, TAFE, and as the Curator at the City of Joondalup.
Amanda studied at the School of Art, Curtin University of Technology and at the Western Australian
School of Art, Design and Media.
Dick Alderson grew up in Perth on a small farm with chickens and orange trees. He became an
engineer and at various times lived in Sydney and London. Having got over engineering he started
writing poetry in 1994. His poems have appeared in journals including Blue Dog, Indigo and Westerly,
and anthologies such as EmPowa and The Weighing of the Heart. He reads his work at venues in Perth
and Fremantle.
Merrick Belyea’s skilful painterly abstractions investigate the paranoia of urban environments. His
work explores urban angst using contrasting colours drawn from the depth of collective fear and
defined by a rich black and intense red. The tension between the violent subject matter and the
strange poetic beauty of the paintings, engages both the eye and the intellect, as well as serving as a
warning against complacency.
Over the last 15 years, Merrick has exhibited regularly both in solo and group exhibitions. He has also
exhibited at the Joseph Gross Gallery in Arizona, USA and as well as being invited to exhibit at the
Australian Embassy in the Philippines in 2001 on the theme of Sex and Death.

Brad Coleman is an artist, musician and graphic designer. His work spans electronic art, sound art,
photographic and digital design. His varied background in the arts informs his paintings, seen in his
fluid style and lyrical use of colour. Currently primarily working in paint, he employs bold lines and multilayered brushwork. Alongside a successful career as a musician, Brad graduated from Edith Cowan
University with Honours in Visual Arts.
Rebecca Dagnall was raised in the suburbs of Perth subsequently drawing endless inspiration for her
photographic art practice from Australian suburbia.
Rebecca’s work has been exhibited widely in Australia and more recently internationally. Solo exhibitions
since 2009 include shows at Australia’s most prestigious public photography galleries such as the
Australian Centre for Photography, the Monash Gallery of Art, Queensland Centre for Photography
and this year her work formed part of the main exhibition program for Foto Freo. Rebecca has been
involved in many group shows and in 2010 her work was part of a group exhibition of Australian
photographers at the Pingyao International Photography festival. In 2011 she had work showing at the
Lodz photographic festival in Poland and at Gallery Huit in France. Rebecca had her first solo exhibition
in 2009 at Turner Galleries in Perth and is now represented by Turner Galleries.Her work can be found
in private collections and in the Art Gallery of Western Australia collection.
Stuart Elliott. Having worked professionally as an artist since graduating from Curtin Uni in 1980, I
have been involved with a fairly broad set of experiences and opportunities out of both survival as well
as curiosity. Over that period I’ve worked in theatre as a freelance artist/designer, lectured, served
on various boards and panels, advocated, consulted and worked voluntarily. Although punctuated
by periods of travel, I had been pretty well studio based for quite a period, producing a major solo

show about every 2 years for both commercial and public spaces. Over the last couple of years, the
vaguely orthodox studio practise has undergone a fair amount of experimentation, both in the nature
of the work itself as well as the methods and circumstances under which it has been pursued. In this
time, I completed a 3 month residency in Esperance WA at the Old Cannery involving the conceiving,
construction and installation of a large permanent installation, the supervision and contribution to
the installation of a kinetic sculpture garden and working with kids, TAFE and university students and
members of the public. Over 2002-04 (along with other commitments) I worked with academic Dr David
Bromfield on a book concerning my work up to that point (1964 - 2004) and a major retrospective at
the Central TAFE Gallery where the book was also launched, in early 2004. Also in 2004 I was invited
to conduct a residency at the Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop - as part of their ultimately successful
capital bid for a new, purpose built centre to facilitate further international exchanges. While there
I conducted master classes in sculpture at the Glasgow Sculpture Studios and gave talks and slide
shows at a number of venues around Edinburgh and Glasgow as well as Liverpool University and
Gloucester’s Forest of Dean. At the end of the Scottish residency in early 2005, I mounted a successful
solo show at Edinburgh’s Commissary before returning to Australia to honour a number of professional
commitments including several major private commissions. Late in 2005 I was awarded a Fellowship
through ArtsWA to further develop my work through more radical, experimental processes and media,
culminating in the Underpass Motel, a group exhibition and collaborative multimedia event which I
both curated, produced and contributed to. Until recently I lectured part time at Swan College’s Art
Department. I am currently embarked on a body of work for a solo show (objects, painting and multimedia) at Turner Galleries in early 2013 while working part time for the Edith Cowan Art Collection. In
2012 Turner Galleries hosted a solo showing of my work at the Melbourne Art Fair.

Eva Fernandez is rapidly emerging as one of Perth’s important photographers. She currently has a
solo exhibition on display in the Fremantle Arts Centre, and this series, there once lived... encapsulates
the same concerns of nostalgia, memento mori, history and change. More than mere portraits of
abandoned dwellings, these images are nostalgic ruminations of a lost era, inhabiting barren spaces
and exposing signs of their personal histories as they slowly deteriorate. These images represent a
part of the mourning and memorialisation process that reminds us of our own impermanence and
mortality. Eva studied photography at Charles Sturt University in NSW, graduating in 1992, and has
studied at the Central Institute of Technology and Edith Cowan University in Perth since then. Her
photographs can be found in the collections of the Art Gallery of WA, Murdoch University, Joondalup
City Council, Central Institute of Technology and Charles Sturt University.
City of Joondalup Local History heritage facility was established to preserve, conserve and collate the
environmental, social and economic history of the northern corridor and City of Joondalup. It aims to
provide historians and researchers with as accurate a picture as possible of life in the region from early
Aboriginal history to present day.
The Local History facility holds many repositories, featuring: Picture Joondalup an online, digital
record designed to preserve valuable and unique historical photographs and the stories behind them
within the Joondalup region; and Oral History encompassing the recorded stories of local pioneers
sharing memories of growing up and the changes in the Joondalup area. The collection focusses upon
pioneering families, development of suburbs, school experiences, military reminiscences and social,
sport and entertainment activities of the past. Local History is located on the lower ground floor of the
Joondalup Library.

Kate Koivisto Wheeler is a graduate of Claremont School of Art and the Curtin University Schools of
Art and Design, and while the foundation of her art practice is painting, her work also incorporates
photography, drawing and sculpture. She is interested in our experience of and relationship with cities.
In 2012, Koivisto Wheeler collaborated in Waypoints, a multi-media project which tracked the artists’
everyday journeys through urban space, at the Heathcote Museum and Gallery. Most recently, she
presented DomestiCITY at free range gallery, Perth. This solo installation reflected on the overlaps
and boundaries between domestic spaces and the city. Koivisto Wheeler has been a resident artist
at Gotham Studios in Northbridge since 2011 when the studios re-opened, and is exhibiting with the
Gotham Collective in Le Salon Scintillant, at Moana Project Space in the City of Perth from 22 February
as part of Gotham’s Silver Anniversary projects.
Alan Muller is a painter of the spiritual significance of our place - namely the Swan River as the Derbarl
Yerrigan and the surrounding City of Perth as Whadjuk Noongar Country. Alan’s intricately detailed and
moody works depicting night skies and aerial views of the landscape are comprised of a layering of
both spontaneously and intricately applied marks.
Muller is represented by Melody Smith Gallery. He has exhibited across Australia. His works are in the
collections of Artbank, The University of Western Australia, Central TAFE, Royal Perth Hospital, City of
Perth, City of Fremantle, and private collections.
Ron Nyisztor is a mid-career Western Australian artist working with a wide range of materials and
subjects; he has been exhibiting regularly since 1989. His consistent practice involves discarded
building materials being used as part of the actual work and also as support grounds for paintings.

Ron Nyisztor was born in Fremantle and gained his BA in Design at W.A.I.T (now Curtin University)
in 1979.His paintings are held in the collections of the Art Gallery of Western Australia, the Royal
Perth Hospital, Princess Margaret Hospital, the Federal court of Australia, Australian Capital Equity,
the Industrial Relations Commission of WA, the City of Fremantle, the Perth office of National Native
Tribunal, and also in private collections within Australia and abroad.
Renee Pettitt-Schipp is a teacher with over ten years experience in education, her work as an English
as a Second Language Teacher taking her to locations as diverse as Indonesia, Perth, the Kimberley
and Indian Ocean Territories. In 2007 Renee was awarded the Fremantle–Peel Award for Teaching
Excellence and Innovation, and in 2009 was promoted to Level Three status for her exemplary teaching
practice. Renee presently works on Christmas Island where she teaches English to refugee students
and creative writing within mainstream classes. Renee’s desire to teach creative writing was born
from her own writing practice. An active poet and travel writer, Renee’s writing has been published
widely in magazines and journals such as Westerly, Landscapes and dotdotdash. In 2010 Renee was
shortlisted for the Trudy Graham Biennial Literary Award and in 2011 she won the Ethtel Webb Bundell
poetry prize.
Shereen Ricupero has a Bachelor of Commerce in Tourism Management and Public Relations from
Curtin University. She has strong experience with marketing tourism products including having owned
and operated Penguin and Seal Island Cruises for 7 years. Shereen is currently studying a Graduate
Diploma in Communication and Cultural Studies- Professional Writing and Publishing.
Judy Rogers is a West Australian based award winning artist who has gained the attention of art

audiences and artists alike with her disarming portraits of family and friends and depictions of
overlooked or seemingly mundane domestic subjects. Rogers sensitive and intimate figurative
works focus on the small details and quiet moments present in everyday life. Informed by classical
traditions and meticulously constructed, her imagery is umbued with an honesty and warmth rarely
evident in contemporary figurative painting. The conventions of scale and composition coupled with
a comprehensive understanding of traditional techniques are utilised to communicate these usually
private shared moments between the sitter and the artist in a refreshing and uncontrived manner.
Miranda Stephens’ experience spans heritage and the visual arts. In her role as Curatorial Assistant
to the Suburban Archaeology exhibition, she combined her visual arts knowledge with her background
in heritage studies. As contributor to the exhibition, dually curatorially, and as a contributor of relics for
the exhibition, she enhanced the dialogue between the disciplines, making comment on the unfolding,
and multiple, narratives.
Miranda has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Cultural Heritage Studies and an Honours Degree in Social
Research, her honours research focused on the reception of abstract art in Western Australia. Miranda
has undertaken arts centred internships with the Perth Institute of Contemporary Art and Wesfarmers
Arts and was involved in the guiding program at the Art Gallery of Western Australia. Arts employment
includes Art Technician at Aquinas College and Visual Arts Administration Officer, City of Joondalup.
Patrizia Tonello was born in Perth, Western Australia to Italian migrant parents. Unable to reconcile
herself with reality’s lack of imagination, she enrolled in a two-year experimental arts course at the WA
College of Advanced Education (now Edith Cowan University), which offered a range of diverse classes
covering creative writing, poetry, painting, ceramics, photography, film and television production, and

theatre design. She went on to do a Fine Art degree at Curtin University, graduating in 1986, and has
been exhibiting her work since 1989.
Known mainly for her paintings of surreal architectural scapes, her more recent work concentrates
on sculptural forms. Having had five solo shows and participated in numerous group exhibitions in
WA, NSW and Canberra, her work is represented in various corporate and private collections including
The Art Gallery of Western Australia, Edith Cowan University, and the Parliament House collection in
Canberra.Her experiments in digital photographic collage in recent years has enabled her to utilise her
skills in this medium as part of the Underpass Motel project. She is currently working toward a solo
exhibition to be held at Gallery East, North Fremantle in March 2010.
Tony Windberg paintings and drawings frequently utilise local materials such as earth pigments, ash
and collected charcoal. While there is a strong emphasis on realism, the works tend to have distinct
textural qualities on closer inspection. His landscape based artworks are a direct response to the
surrounding environment. Often including figures, they generally explore the theme of the uneasy
interaction with, and intervention in, the Australian landscape.
In his latest work, Tony Windberg continues his exploration of the illusion of nature and nature of illusion.
He uses a paired format derived from old stereographic photographs, inviting viewers to question the way
depth is perceived and represented. Categorisations of drawing , painting and printmaking are called into
question: an apparent painting of a burnt tree uses no paint. Instead it is made of the raw materials of
that landscape - earth, ash, charcoal and resins. In other works, layers of organic and synthetic materials
are selectively removed to imitate woodcuts or engravings. The tree is the focus, and references to artists
such as Hans Heysen and Caspar David Friedrich suggest that the past frames our collective vision.
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